
 Become a {Keyboard Shortcut} Wizard
Stop mousing around and put on the bell-sleeves of keyboarding wizardry



It’s important to design with purpose.

If you don’t know what your options are, you’re missing out on 
having an advantage over your competitors.

Also, who can say no to bell-sleeves? 

Lets get wizardy
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What’s a keyboard shortcut?

It’s a key on your keyboard that you assign to do 
a certain task or action within a program.
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Keyboard shortcuts save time.

Since you finish designs faster, 
you become a more experience designer.  

That means you can charge more, not less!

Stop *clicking* on tools + menus.

Be a smarty pants {in robes}.
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Okay, but how do I change my
keyboard shortcuts?

Photoshop & Illustrator

In both Adobe programs, 

Let’s get to key-binding!

You are able to edit your shortcuts by going to the top menu 
bar in each program, and clicking:

Edit > Keyboard Shortcuts...
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The Three D’s

There are three steps in getting the most out of your 
keyboard shortcuts: Defaults, Delete, Delegate

No, not that character from Total Recall.
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Defaults refer to the “stock” or “original” keyboard shortcuts.  
These are a good starting-off point, but they should never be taken 
as the only way to use your keys.

Only use the default ones if they make sense to you.

The key “b” is used for the Brush Tool in both programs.  This makes 
sense to me, since “b” is for “brush” (duh). 

In Photoshop, the “s” is used for the Clone Stamp Tool.  This doesn’t 
make sense to me, so I changed it to “c” for clone. 

Pretend these don’t exist.

Example:

DEFAULTS
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Some of the defaults are just irritating.  You’ll accidentally hit a key  
and then the notepad pops up, or, oops, now my opacity is at 10%!

You can always re-bind if you find you do use a function/tool a lot.

Delete the shortcuts that are annoying or don’t serve you.

Delete the keybindings that you will never use.

DELETE
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The key to making keyboard shortcuts work FOR you, is to use them. 
You need to know they are there to help you increase your produc-
tivety.  

You’ll add value to your business and be able to ask 
for more money for your services because you are 
so fast and efficient.

Make note of all the tools/functions you use, and map it!

Let’s get organized! Print out a few copies of page 10 and 11 (two for 
Photoshop and two for Illustrator), and I’ll walk you through on page 
12.

DELIGATE
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Ask yourself...

Tools are from the small toolbar, usually on the left of the screen.  
Toolbars have things like the Selection Tools, Type Tool, Paintbrush Tool, etc 

Which tools do I frequently use?

Tool Name Shortcut ShortcutTool Name
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Ask yourself...

Menu options are from the dropdown menus on top.  
Menu options are things like Crop, Duplicate, Transform, etc.

Which menu options do I frequently use?

Menu Option Name Menu Option NameShortcut Shortcut
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Think about which tools you use all the time.

Now that you’ve printed pages 10 & 11,

List those out on the cooresponding sheets along with the 
keyboard key you want to attach it to.  

Edit your shortcuts by going to:

You’ll see a dropdown menu similar to this, in both Ai and Ps:  

Edit > Keyboard Shortcuts...
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Final Steps to Creating Your Own Shortcuts:

1) Input your desired keyboard shortcut key
2)Or press backspace or click “delete shortcut” to clean up 
the unwanted ones.
3) Save your new keyboard mapping by clicking the “Down 
Arrow with a Hard drive” icon on the top right.
4) Click “Okay” and enjoy the magical swiftness of keyboard-
shortcuts!
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Now you’re a wizard!

...well at least one that has good touch memory!

Now go forth with your new speediness, and make 
me proud!
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Thanks for reading!
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